2 – Inventory > Warehouse Bin Definition > Search

This time we’ll use the search condition Description “Contains” and the word “motherboard” from the description line in the previous search (see How to Search – 1 Inventory Part Profile). Remember Active = Yes, and you can number the fields to order the results in the browse screen:
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Here you get only three parts as a result compared to the manufacturer name search in the previous method. Notice that these parts are located in different warehouses on campus, MT046 is the Fire Alarm Shop and FS020 is the Stores warehouse at the Plant Services building.
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**NOTE:** All FS Stores warehouse locations begin with “FS” while warehouses located within specific shops begin with “MT.”

**NOTE:** This second method of word search in the Description field can also be used in the Inventory Part Profile screen.
The screen view for the Warehouse Bin Definition is less specific than the previous screen for the Inventory Part Profile. The Warehouse Bin Definition will give the warehouse location of the part and the quantity on hand. You can access the Inventory Part Profile screen from here by clicking on the link to the Part field.

**NOTE**: Make it a habit to use the green Done flag (1) to move between screens because this will preserve your search conditions. Using the browser arrows (2) can cause your search conditions to be lost and you will have to create the search again.